Questions for the Draft Code of Ethics
Consultation Feedback Survey
We’ve included this list of the questions for your convenience if you would like to reflect on
them as you are reviewing the new draft Code of Ethics.
Please complete the survey online so that we are able to quickly review and analyse your
responses. A link to the survey can be found on the consultation webpage on the UKCP
website.
Please tell us who you are?
□ UKCP Registrant
□ UKCP Trainee
□ UKCP Student
□ UKCP Retired Member
□ UKCP former member
□ UKCP Organisational Member
□ UKCP College
□ UKCP Faculty
□ Professional practitioner not UKCP accredited
□ Training organisation, but not directly UKCP accredited
□ Professional body within the mental health sector
□ Member of the public
□ Prefer not to say
□ Other
Experience of the current code –
2. How do you use the current UKCP Ethical Principles and Code of Professional
Conduct?
3. Does that influence your thinking about the new code?
General thoughts –
4. Do you think the new code will be useful to your practice if you are a practitioner?
(useful to not useful)
5. Does the code provide the ethical guidance practitioners need for their practice? Y/N
6. Is the new code informative to you as a member of the public or other non-UKCP
organisation? (useful to not useful)
7. If you are a member of the public, does the new code help you to understand the
conduct you can expect of a practitioner? Y/N
8. What do you like about it?
9. Is there anything you don’t like about it?
10. Are the code’s aims/objectives clear from the document? (clear to not clear)

Part A
11. Is Part A easy to understand? (easy to hard)
12. Is there anything further which should be addressed in this section?
Part B
13. Is the function of Part B clear, ie as the standards of ethical conduct for
practitioners? (clear to not clear)
14. Is there anything else you think should be addressed in this section?
Part C
15. What issues or aspects of practice should the Part C questions reflect?
16. What specific questions would you include in Section C for practitioners to think
about and discuss in peer or clinical groups?
Appendix
17. Are there any other questions you would include in this section?
Final thoughts –
18. Do you have any further suggestions for amendment or final thoughts you’d like to
share with the UKCP Ethics Committee about the new draft code?

